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FOREWORD 

While practical experience and intuition have been the main

slays of avalanche control operations in the past, the increasing 

avalanche hazard on mountain highways calls for more reliance 

on instruments and semiquantitative methods for determining 

avalanche hazard. Snow is a difficult material to work with 

because it is constantly changing, and the spatial variations in 

its physical and mechanical properties are great. Further, it is 

difficult and sometimes dangerous to make observations and take 

measurements on snow in avalanche starting zones where such 

data are most valuable. On the bright side, techniques for evalu

ating avalanche danger are improving, reliable field instruments 
are more available than before, and data on weather, snow, 
and avalanches are now being gathered at some 21 mountain 

sites in North America. Research personnel are optimistic that 

the availability of large quantities of good data will eventually 

lead to useful new evaluation techniques. 

Information presented in this Paper will aid field personnel 

engaged in avalanche operations; the techniques described here 

were tested and successfully used on a mountain highway in 

Canada. 
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Increasing winter use of mountain highways 

threatened by avalanches has intensified the need 

for good avalanche control programs. Although 

complete protection from avalanches is not eco

nomically feasibl e, a well-planned avalanche defense 

system including both artillery and structural control 

provides maximum protection at reasonable cost. 

Schaerer (19620, 1962b) explains this well in his 

publications on the Rogers Pass project in Western 

Canada. Recent publications by Frutiger (1964). 

Mellor (1968). and by Frutiger and Martinelli (1966) 

provide much additional information on structural 

control. 
The purpose of this Paper is to present planning 

and operational procedures necessary for effective 

control of highway avalanches by means of artillery; 

it will show how weather, snow, and avalanche 

data can be used to determine the timing of gunfire. 

When control measures are properly timed and 

applied in a sequence determined by avalanche 

behavior during past storms, protection from ava

lanches is achieved with only brief interruptions 
in traffic flow. 

Techniques presented are based on work con

ducted at the avalanche stations at Rogers Pass, 

Canada; Berthoud Pass, Colorado; Alta, Utah; and 

several other locations in the mountainous west. 

They were operationally tested during the 1962-65 

winters at Rogers Passon the Trans-Canada Highway. 

Recommended instruments (see appendix B) were 

fi eld tested at 10 mou ntai n sites in the western 

United States and at Rogers Pass, Canada . Pro

cedures for establishing blind-firing data were pro

vided by the former chief of avalanche control 

at the 1960 Winter Olympics. 2 

While the avalanche control problem at Rogers 

Pass is more complex than at other areas in North 

America, the concepts treated here can be applied 

along any transportation route where avalanche 

hazard is serious. For example, the techniques 

could be directly applied on Red Mountain Pass 

in Colorado and on the Granduc access road from 

Stuart to Tide Lake, British Columbia. With slight 

modifications, they could be applied at several 
other locations in the western United States. 

2 Personal corrununication with Richard 11. 
Stillman, Rocky Mt. Region, USDA Forest Serv., 
Denver, Colo. 

The objective of artillery control of avalanches 

above highways is to artificially rei ease snow accum u

lations under controlled conditions while traffic is 

stopped in a safe location. Creating small ava

lanches that stop short of the road is ideal. This 

is sometimes possible when highways traverse the 

runout zone of avalanches; it is noi possible when 

the road intersects avalanches at midtrack level, 

as they do at many locations in the central Rockies. 

. At such areas, the objective is to artificially release 

avalanches that produce small amounts of snow 

on the highway, which can be quickly removed by 

maintenance equipment. 
Avalanche hazard on highways can be mini

mized by an effective artillery program in all but 

the worst storm conditions. Control programs are 

considered effective when 95 percent or more of 
all avalanches affecting the highwayareprecipitated 

by gunfire. 
Reduction of traffic stoppages due to natural 

avalanches is important, particularly along stretches 

where the slide density is high and multiple paths 
affect the road . For example, near Loveland Pass, 

Colorado, seven slide paths cross U. S. Highway 

6 in one-half mile. The probability that one of 

these avalanches wil l strike a moving vehicle is 

much less than the strike probability for vehicles 

halted under these slides. For instance, if the fourth 

avalanche in the group ran across the road, traffic 

would be stopped on both sides of the obstruction, 
and cars would be directly exposed to the six re

maining avalanches. Using the criterion that when 

one avalanche falls, others in the same vicinity 

are likely to follow, the hazard quickly becomes 

very high. This type of situation occurs frequently 

on highways where avalanches are uncontrolled, 

or where control measures are only initiated when 

traffic density is low and Vis ibility is good. Such 

control in convenient, and would provide adequate 

protection if avalanches could be released with any 
degree of assurance after a certain amount of snow 

accumulated on the paths, but slides can only be 

released when snow is unstable. 

Stabi I ity of both new a nd old snow layers con

tinuously changes in response to variations in tem
perature and load; instability in snow is often short

lived. For this reason, continuous records on 
weather and snow conditions are basic to the suc-



Fig~e IA.--B~e ~tation ~ite at 6,500-60ot 
teveJ. on Fid~y Mountain above RoqeM p~~, 
f3JU.,tU,h Cofumb-ia. Tut MeJ.d ~ toc.ate.d jMt 
beyond ~ma1.t building in tent nOlr.egJtound. 
EMteJtn edge 06 tut ~tope Me.a appe.a.M in 
uppeJt /tight-hand c.oJtneJt . 
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mic.Jtophonu on tabte Jtec.oJtd windcpeed and 
fueilion nJtom :two Jte.mote mountain top ~itu. 
Te.mpeJtat~e at B,000-60ot etevation neM 
b~e. ~tation ~ Jtec.oJtded on the ~rup c.hMt 
Jte.c.oJtdeJt uppeJt /tig ht (binMy Jteadout). 
Mivwphonu pltovide Jtadio tJtaMm~~ion to 
highway maintena.nc.e. c.JtW6 at va1.tey loc.ation 
3,000 6eet betow. 

~~~':I .. 

cess of the control program. When interpreted by 

an experienced avalanche hazard forecaster, these 

data make substantial monetary savings possible 

because of increased efficiency in control operations. 

Criteria for avalanche control, avalanche hazard 

forecasting , and conduct of operations are discussed 
at length in this Paper. Fundamental considerations 

include a cu rrent mou ntai n weatherforecast, i nforma

tion on traffic density, and an evaluation of ava

lanche hazard based on field data. 

I. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 

Locations for a base forecast station, remote 

sensing stations, and a level snow study plot must 

be sel ected wi th regard to access and safety. Wh en 
a forecast area includes more than one climatic 
zone, additional stations are needed to give repre
sentative data on preCipitation, temperature, and 

wind conditions in avalanche areas not represented 

by the base station instruments. An engineering 

survey is necessary to establish gun positions and 
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locate targets. This permits gun crews to fire on 

targets as needed, regardless of visibility. 

1. Location of Station and Study Areas 

Base Station 

The base station (fig. 1) serves as a data collec

tion center where information on weather, snow, 

avalanches, and traffic density are received and 

analyzed. It should be centrally located within the 

avalanche area at an elevation and exposure repre

sentative of weather and snow conditions found at 

the midtrack level of many of the avalanches re

quiring control. The site should include a level test 
field 100 feet square suitable for the collection of 
basic snow and weather data. A small park sur
rounded by trees that provide shelter from wind 

is good, if the distance from the base station is not 

more than 5 minutes' travel on skis. The test field 

should not be within 200 feet of the nearest build

ing, as snow deposition in such areas is influenced 



by local vortices formed by windflow around build

ings. Surrounding terrain should include a number 

of small avalanche-prone test slopes suitable for 

snow-stability checks during storms. The test slopes 

should be within one-fourth mile of the base station . 

Base station access should be avalanche-free 

and open for oversnow vehicles even during severe 

storms. Wands spaced at intervals of 50 feet or 

less i nsu re safe travel in "white-out" conditions. 

Remote Stations 

Remote stations are used to sample wind and 

temperature at starting zone elevations. A location 

at the head of a catchment basin in the center of 

the forecast area is desirable. Data con be trans

mitted to the bose station by coble if the distance 

is less than 2 miles, or by radio telemetry for 

greater distances (Neal 1962). The number of 

remote stations needed is dictated by the amount 

of vertical relief, orientation and complexity of ter

rain, and size of the forecast area. 

Selection of Representative Test Exposu res 

Avalanche-prone test slopes are selected in the 

vicinity of the bose station. They should represent 
snow conditions in the starting zones of several 

avalanches in the forecast area. Exposure, ele

vation, loading characteristics, and relation to tim

bered areas are important considerations. Steep 

slopes (25 to 40 degrees) with several aspects are 

desirable. Slope distance from top to bottom should 

nOT exceed 300 feet for reasons of safety. Safe 

approach routes are needed. Fina l test areas should 

be chosen after the first one or two winters of 

field work. 

2. Planning the Artillery Control Program 

Targets 

Target selection is time consuming, and requires 

experienced personnel and up-to-date contour mops; 

it is facilitated by a collection of good photographs 

that show the normal winter snow distribution pat

terns in the starting zones. Pictures showing frac
ture lines in these zones are especially useful. All 

significant catchment basins should be surveyed 
in winter, and again in summer after the snow 

melts. Select targets where high tensile stress 

concentrations are expected. Take advantage of 
convex slope transitions, steeply tilted snowfields 
beneath cornices, and the flaring of steep gullies. 
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In complex terrain where several starting zones 

lie at different elevations in on avalanche, locate 

the primary target on the highest release point, 

so the avalanching snow will trigger other starting 

zones as it descends. Care is needed in selecting 

high-elevation targets to insure that projectiles do 

not endanger areas beyond the intended impact 

point. 

Two sets of winter photographs are needed. 

The first set, consisting of aerial obliques, must 

clearly depict starting zones, tracks, runout zones, 

and the highway. Selected targets are pinpointed 

on these photos. A second set of winter photos 

is taken from proposed gun positions. Targets on 

aerial obliques are transferred to the gun-position 

photos. This set is used for training and orientation 

of gu n crews. 

Gun Positions 

Gun positions are chosen on the basis of crew 

safety, accessibility, and the number of targets that 

can be hit from a single location. Firing positions 

must be safe from avalanches and associated air

blast in the worst storm and avalanche conditions. 

They should be accessible 24 hours a day, pre-

F -i..g Wt e. 2. - - C-0r.cu.fuJr. c e.me.n.t pad 0 n e.a.6:t -!> id e. 
On RogeM Pcu,-!> maJt!2.<> gun -!>de. nOf1. 705 mm 
howi:tz0t. M:t. MacDonald in backghound, 
We/.> 6,000 6eet above RogeM Pcu,-!> Highway. 



cisely located, and must be easily identified. In 

the case of mobile weapons, wheel and trail posi

t ions are marked at a location along the side of 

the highway (fig . 2). Extra highway width, 60 feet 

in length, beyond the normal shoulder provides 

room for operating mobile guns. Gun positions 

that permit clear lines of fire to as many targets 

as possible are best. Firing over structures should 

be avoided; if it is absolutely necessary, the dis

tance to the furthest structure must be less than 

two-th i rds of the target range (Mellor 1968). 

Suitable Weapons 

Data obtained from the target and gun location 

surveys determine the number and type of artillery 

pieces needed for control. Fundamental considera

tions include accuracy, safety, range, and mobility. 
The 75 mm and 105 mm recoilless rifles work espe

cially well where ranges do not exceed 7,000 yards. 

Both weapons require a two-man team, are highly 

mobile, and may be mounted in a pickup truck . 
When fixed mou nts are desired, weapons are mou nted 

on a cinderblock tower at a height above the maxi~ 

mum expected snow depth . This allows for back

blast cl earance, and provid es storag e space for 
ammunition inside the tower . 

The 75 mm weighs only 167 pounds and is 
highly accurate up to 2,500 yards. The 700-pound 

105-mm recoilless is more reliable at long range 

(to 7,000 yards). yet retains the accuracy and sim

plicity of the 75 mm . A shortcoming of this weapon 

is its l imited traverse range (60
0 

against 360
0 

for 

the 75 mm). A shop modification will correct this 

inadequacy.3 The 75 mm pack howitzer is also 

reliable, easily handled by two men, and is accurate 
to 9,000 yards. Th i s weapon may be towed beh i nd 

a pickup truck. Another highly mobile weapon is 

the commercially available avalauncher. With a 

range of 2,500 yards, this compressed gas gun can 

be fired in restricted areas due to its lack of back

bla st and shrapnel. It is a light weapon (about 

200 pounds). costs approximately $600, and unlike 

most military weapons, is readily available for civilian 

use. A two-man crew is recommended. The ava

launcher has a higher percentage of duds, is less 

accurate, and lacks the safety of military weapons. 
Research and development work now being con

ducted promise to alleviate these drawbacks in 

the future. 

3Personal communication with Richard M. 
Stillman, Rocky Mt . Region, USDA Forest Serv ., 
Denver, Colo. 
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The 105 mm howitzer is recommended when 

the target range exceeds 9,000 yards. At 5,000 

pounds, it is the heaviest weapon approved for 

avalanche control work. The gun requires at least 

a fiverman crew; eight men are recommended for 

maximum efficiency. The projectile delivers suf

ficient shock to either stabilize or release snow in 

any starting zone. The weapon has a limited tra

verse range and its mobility is less than desired. 

Two fuse settings are available with ammunition 

supplied for the mi litary weapons discussed here. 

Fuses can be set with a screwdriver for superquick 

or 0 .05-second delay. The adjustment slot is posi

tioned on the side of the nose cone. Most ammu

nition is supplied with the superquick fuse setting 

already made# This results in shell burst on the 

snow surface, which is desired in most control work. 

The delayed fuse setting is used when high-strength 

(hard slab) snow layers are underlain by fragile 

low-strength (depth hoar) layers deep in the snow 

cover. The normal procedure in such cases is to 

use a surface detonation round first, followed im

mediately by a round with a delayed fuse setting; 

a reverse order is preferred by some control teams. 

When the snow cover in a starting zone is excep

tionally deep (10m deep or more) a delayed round 
followed by a surface detonation is preferred. 3 

Cornice control work also calls for use of delayed 

fuse settings, since an explosion at depth is most 

effective. Great care must be exercised in shooting 

cornices, as it is possible for delay-fused rounds 

to pass through the cornice and detonate as an 

air burst on the other side . .l1 

Blind Firing Data 

Blind firing data are recorded when the target 
area is snow covered so the powder marks can be 

clearly seen. The weapon is set in position, the 

target is bore sighted, an initial mil reading is 

obtained from the gunner's quadrant, and a test 

round is fired. The first round will fall below the 

target. The gun is then bore sighted on the powder 

mark left by the first round, and a new mil reading 

is taken. The difference between the two m i l 

readings is added to the initial mil setting on the 

gunner's quadrant. The gun is then elevated to 

the new setting and a second round is fired. This 

projectile should be on target. If not, the procedure 

is repeated, and a third round is fired. A fourth 
round is seldom necessary. Aiming stakes are 
placed along the firing line to each target for hori
zontal control. Firing data for each target are 



recorded on waterproof cards, for later use by con

trol teams. 

Selection of Traffic Control Points 

For safety purposes, all traffic must be blocked 

from the stretch of highway where artillery is being 
used. Vehicles are halted in a safe location called 
a ponding site. These sites should be: 

1. Safe from natural avalanches and from sympa
thetic releases caused by shell bursts within the 
control area; 

2 . Large enough to hold all vehicles which will 
pass the contro l point in a space of 2 hours; 

3. On a grade gentle enough to allow stopping 

without skidding into vehicles already stopped, 

and to permit starting without spinning out; 
4. As free as possible from drifting snow; 
5. Of sufficient width to allow cars and small trucks 

to turn around in the event of a prolonged delay. 

Adequate barriers must be erected at traffic 

control pOints. These may be permanent gates that 

can be easily closed and locked, or portable barriers 

that can be carried in the back of a half-ton truck 

and quickly erected across the highway by one 
man. The barrier must be clearly identified with 

appropriate color and signing. Warning signs of 

approach to the roadblock are posted at the entry 

to the ponding area. Each traffic control area 
should be manned by a member of the highway 

department using a radio-equipped four-wheel-drive 

vehicle. The vehicle should be equipped for towing 
and wi nchi ng, and shou Id contain fi rst-aid supp lies 
and avalanche rescue equipment. 

II. OBSERVATIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION 

Detailed observations on weather, snow, and 

avalanches are essential to any evaluation of ava

lanche hazard. Continuity of the data are also 
important, because methods used todeterminewhen 
control action should begin depend on continuous 
records. 

3. Data and Instrumentation 

Wind 

Windspeed and direction should be continuously 
recorded from an exposed peak or ridge at an ele-
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vation and position representati v e of a large number 
of starting zones in the control area. Recorders 

should be located at tr.e base station in a heated 

room . A rugged wind system that will withstand 

windspeeds up to 125 m.p.h . under icing conditions 

is needed. The standard 3-cup S-type (beaded, 

conical, copper cups) anemometers (fig. 3) are satis
factory and have been used at mountain weather 
stations throughout the western United States and 

Canada. Six-hour averages of windspeed and direc

tion are adequate for assessing snow transport into 

catchment basins, although shorter intervals are 
used during certain storms. 

F~guhe 3.--Beaded, co~cal, copp~ cup, gen
eJta:Ung ane.momueJt 0 n a 3, 81 0 -in moul'Lta.-tn 
!.>ummLt ne.aJ1. Belr.-thoud PM!.>, Co.tOltado. ThM 
,u., .the Wea..theJt Buheau Model. F- 420 wA..nd!.> peed 
.tItanMr1il:t~. The .thAee 300-wa..t.t A..nCJJ.ndM
ce.n.t tamp!.> plteven.t 1tA..me. 60ltma:Uon on .the 
cup!.> and pltOvA..de. a .to.toJ!.. 1W.cUa.n.t 6.tux 06 
O. 5 wa.t.t em -2 .to ane.mome..teJt. 

Basically, two types of wind systems can be 

used . One utilizes electrical contacts on both vane 
and anemometer, and requires from 6 to 12 volts 

D.C. The vane transmits eight directions and the 
anemometer each mile of wind travel. An opera

tions event recorder, with a chart speed of 3 inches 

per hour, contact arc suppressor, and power supply 
are needed with this arrangement. The other wind 
system consists of a variable-resistance vane and an 
anemometer which is a D.C. generator. A twin
channel analog recorder with an internal resistance 
of 1400 ohms and a 1 milliamp full-scale pen deflec
tion is used to record windspeed and direction . 
The generating anemometer does not require power, 
but the vane requires a 5 volt D.C. power supply. 



The anemometer circuit utilizes a 5K ohm trim 

potentiometer in series with the recorder and a 2K 

ohm trim potentiometer in parallel with the recorder 

to make it possible to adjust for the resistance 

offered by long land lines. Both anemometer and 

vane circuits are fused to protect the recorder from 

line surges. 

The U.S. Weather Bureau's model F-420 ane

mometer and vane have proven to be reliable 

in severe mountain weather, and are recommended 

for the analog wind system . A post-factory modi

fication is needed on this anemometer." The 

analog wind system gives more complete data than 

the contact system, although it requires greater 

technical know-how for calibration and mointenance. 

Six-hour averages are closely approximated by aver

aging the first 15 minutes of every other hour from 

the analog strip chart. Peak gusts are read directly 

from the chart. A chart speed of 112 inches per 

hour is recommended for ease of reading without 

undue loss of detai l. 

If cable is used with either system, it should be 

shielded and either buried or supported on telephone 

poles at a height exceeding the maximum expected 

snow depth. A carrier cable is necessary for over

head cables. Icing, lightning, animals, snow creep, 
water, and bulldozers are common sources oftrouble 

with cable systems. 

Anemometers at exposed locations become 

covered with rime and require infrared heat units; 

2.5 cm of soft rime on a cup anemometer reduces 

rotational velocity by 50 percent at 30 m.p.h. The 

minimum radiant flux needed tode-iceanemometers 

under most icing conditions is 0.5 watt per square 

centimeter. This is provided by 900 watts of 

radiated power from incandescent lamps (fig. 3) 

at a distance of 45 em below the cups (Judson 

1969). The cups should be painted a high-gloss 

black. When 110 volt power is not available and 

rime is a problem, it is necessary to search for a 
less exposed site near or below timberline. Relation 

of wind at this site to that at the more exposed 

location should be checked by running anemometers 

at both locations w hen there is no riming. Other 

things being equal, tower-mounted ridgecrest ane
mometers (fig. 4) give better data, are less influ

enced by local terrain, and are preferred over wind 

sensors at sheltered sites. 

"For details, contact ESSA Weather Bureau 
Reconditioning Center, Joliet, Ill. 
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diamueJt. AnemomueJt A-6 el..ev!Lted .to avoid 
a1Jt-6tow in.teJt6eJteYlc.e 6nom vaVl.e. 

T emperatu re 

Air temperature is required from thebasestation 

study field. Maximum, minimum, and current tem
peratures are read every 12 hours from standard 

liquid-in-gla ss thermometer s mounted in a standard 

instrument shelter. Additional readings are needed 

when starting zone elevations are more than 1,000 

feet higher than the base station. In this case, tem

peratures should be transmitted to the base station 

from remote stations along with wind data (fig. 5). 

Precalibrated thermistors housed in special radiation 

shields make good remote temperature sensors. 

Their output may be recorded on either analog 

or event recorders. When using the latter, the 

temperature is read out in binary. Use of remote 

sensors will determine the elevation of the freezing 

level during storms that produce rain in lower ele

vations. Determination of this level is a critical 

factor in avalanche hazard forecasting . 

Precipitation Measurements 

Precipitation is measured at the base station test 
field . Measurements shou ld be representative of 

conditions at the midtrack level. A recording rain 

and snow gage with a 7-day clock and on electric 

chart drive, snowboards, and snow stokes are used. 

The recording gage provides a continuous record 



F-<-gUfte. 5. --Wind and .:tempeJUl-tWte. .6e.;v.,O!L6 a;t a 
l1.emo.:te. Malian .tn the. Co.tol1.a.do Roc.lUu. 
Ge.neJta..ti.ng anemomae.l1. 0 n .te f,.:t, vcuUabfe 
l1.u-u.,;tanc.e vane c.en.:te.l1., c.on.:tac..:t anemomae.l1. 
tUg h.:t, and I1.a.dia:tA..o n .61Ue.R.d hOM ing 
.:the.!r.m,u,.:tOl1. nol1. .:tempeJr.a;tUfte l1.e.ad.tnp.6 . 

of precipitation. The 8-inch can is used as the stan

dard 24-hour precipitation amount for historical 

records when it is known that rain occurred, or when 

the water-equivalent core reading determined from 
the 24-hour snowboard is affected by local drifting. 

Four snowboards give additional information 

needed at the base station. They are portable 

and have a plywood base with an area of about 
1,000 cm 2 . Attached to the base is a meter stick 

reinforced by wood or metal backing. Total snow 

depth on the ground is read from a permanently 

anchored snow stake. Height of this stake should 

exceed the expected maximum snow depth at the 

site by at least I m. All stakes and snowboards 

are painted white to reduce radiation melting. The 

four snowboards are clearly labeled to avoid con
fusion. The first of these is the storm board. It 

is set flush with the snow surface and remains 
in place until the end of each storm, when it is 

cleaned and reset flush with the new snow surface. 

This board gives cumulative new snow depth during 

storms. It gives valuable information on settlement 
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when compared with other snowboards, if wind 

has not disturbed the test field. The 24-hour board 

is read and reset daily at the same time as tem

peratures and total snow depth. It is the basis for 

the daily water equivalent and new snow depth 

for weather station records . Next is the interval 

board, which is read frequently throughout each 

storm. Snow cores are taken from this board for 

each 10 cm of new snow. The board is cleaned 

and reset flush with the snow surface after each 

measurement. Readings from the interval board 

are plotted against storm duration as part of the 

storm plot. The fourth and last snowboard, called 

the shoot board, is set flush with the snow surface 

immediately after the first stabilization attempt dur

ing a storm. It serves as a reminder of avalanche 

regeneration during a prolonged storm or a series 

of small storms. Information from this board alerts 

the forecaster to the cumulative precipitation rate 

curve on the storm plot (see Part I of storm plot, 

fig. 12). 

Weight of the new snow in grams per square 

centimeter (g cm- 2
). used in evaluating avalanche 

hazard on the storm plot, is obtained by taking 

a snow sample or core. An aluminum, thin-wall, 
open-ended tube with a 3-inch diameter has proven 

very satisfactory for these measurements, and is 

easier to handle than an 8-inch can. The tube 

should be at least 30 cm long, or roughly equiva

lent to the maximum new snow depth expected in 

a 12-hour period. To obtain a snow sample, the 

tube is thrust vertically through the new snow to 

the base of the snow board . A wide spatula is 

inserted between the lower end of the tube and 

the board so the tube and sample can be lifted 

out. Contents of the tube are dumped in a plastic 

bag and weighed. Weight in grams divided by the 
cross-sectional area of the tube in cm 2 gives the 

required unit. 

4. Stability of New Snow 

Depth and stability of unsettled snow in an 
avalanche track are critical factors in avalanche 
hazard evaluat ion that usually determine if a moving 

avalanche has the potential to reach the runout 
zone with destructive force. This has direct appli

cation in planning the control program and to the 

work schedules of the maintenance crews respon

sible for keeping mountain roads open. 



While it is not possible to apply a definite stan

dard to the stability of an entire slope, it is possible 

to locate weak layers in new snow deposits and 

measure shear strength, which provides useful infor

mation on snow stability. 

Roch (1951) suggested using the ratio of shear 

strength to computed shear stress as a stability 

indicator. His approach was primarily oriented 

toward determining the equilibrium of slabs in ava

lanche starting zones . By measuring the shear 

strength (7"5 ) with a shear frame, and computing 

shear stress (7") as the resultant of the snow weight 

parallel to the slope, a stability index (R) is ob

tained for spot locations in the starting zone. When 

R = ;S is less than I, a slope is considered unstable. 
In this case, 7" =wsin.Q wherew is the vertical com

ponent of snow weight and .Q is the slope angle. 

Roch's stability index has much merit, but it 

presents some problems when applied operationally 
under field conditions; it is not practical to obtain 

such data from avalanche slopes on a 24-hour basis. 

It is also difficult to use the shear frame in snow 

with densities greater than 200 kilograms per cubic 

meter (200 kg m-3).5 Snow densities in starting 

zones often exceed 200 kg m- J , and forcing the 
frame into such snow may couse premature collapse 
or fracturing . Highly erratic readings result. 

Field work with shear frames does provide use

ful information on snow stability in avalanche tracks, 

when tests are mode on on identified weak layer 

in new snow at the bose station test field. Experi

ence at Rogers Pass has shown that a stability index 

where (s) is the ratio of the measured shear strength 

of the weakest layer to its overburden pressure 

(s = {f), provides a useful operational tool in deter

mining the timing of gunfire. When this value 
is 0.7 or less, and depth of unsettled snow in ava

lanche tracks is equal to or greater than 30 cm, 

the likelihood of avalanche release is good and 

slides are expected to run the full track distance. 

This index is readily obtained at the bose station 

test field during storms, day or night. While it is 

not implied that identified weak layers found at the 
bose station are everywhere present in the entire 

avalanche area (especially in starting zones affected 

by wind). presence of such weak layers indicate 

existence of similar stratigraphic discontinuities in 

the avalanche tracks. 

0.20 g cm-2 20 percent. 
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Field Procedure - Stability Index 

There are four basic steps in the field procedure 

for determining the stability index for soft slobs: 

(1) determine the depth of unsettled snow, (2) locate 

the weakest shear plane in the new snow, (3) meas

ure the shear strength of the weakest layer and the 

weight acting on it, and (4) divide shear strength 

by snow weight. Work is done at the bose station 

test field . Depth of the unsettled snow is deter

mined with the first section of a rom penetrometer. 

Hold it vertically between the thumb and forefinger 

at the 95 cm mark while the tip of the cone touches 

the snow surface. The rom is released and allowed 

to penetrate into the snow. The snow layer pene

trated by the rom is the layer to be sampled for 

stability. 

A pit is dug to the depth indicated by the pene

tration test. Snow samples 30 cm by 30 cm. and 

30 cm deep, are carefully removed from the pit 

wall with a thin , square, metal cutting plate. The 

samples are placed on a tilting platform. After 

the platform is tilted to on angle of 35 degrees, 

roughly equivalent to the overage gradient in ava

lanche starting zones, a sharp rap on the bose of 

the platform causes shear failure of the weakest 
loyer, so that the top section falls away (fig. 6) . 

Measure the height of the remaining sample and 
subtract this from the original 30 cm depth for the 

shear plane location. This procedure is repeated 

until all of the snow in the exposed wall has been 

tested. Although more than one weak layer may be 

F~g~e 6.--T~-bOahd and ~noW ~ampie uoed ~o 
dUe/l1TLi.ne ~he ,toc.ct-UOYl ob a weab. ~heah y.Jfune 
~Yl ~he ~~6ac.e MOW ,taljeM M ~he RoqeM 
PaM b~ e ~~Yl. 



found, the weakest one can usually be detected 

by observing the character of each failure during 

testing. 

Shear strength of the weakest layer is measured 

in a newly exposed portion of the pit wall with a 
100 cm? shear frame (fig. 7). To make this reading: 

1. Remove all except the last 4 cm of snow above 

the shear plane with a spatula. 

2. Place the shear frame on the snow above the 

plane and carefully and slowly press it down

ward until it rests directly on the weak layer. 

It is often difficult to place the frame on the 

weak layer without causing a premature collapse 
failure on the plane, particularly if the snow 

immediately above the plane is tough. In such 

cases, cut through the snow where the shear 

frame must pass with a sharp, thin-bladed knife 
before inserting the frame. 6 

3. Hook a l,OOO-gram spring balance to the frame 

and pull steadily in a direction parallel to the 

weak layer until shear failure occurs (fig. 7). 

An average of three readings is taken. Weight 

of the snow lying above the weak layer can be 

quickly ascertained by the procedure described 
earlier for determining the water equivalent of snow 
on the bose station snow boards. 

Figune 7.--U~ing zhe ~he~ 6name in a ~un6aQe 
p~. Handle on zo~ 06 6~e ~W~ O~~Oh 
zo luep i~Vw.menZ tlhOm aQQeleJta;t,i.ng aMeA 
~h~ tlwune zalzu pfuQe .<.n haM MOW. 

6Personal communication with Andre Roch, 
Swiss Fed. Inst. for Snow and Avalanche Res., 
Davos, Switz. 
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T est Slope Stability 

When significant instability is found (s < 0 .7). 
or if there are any doubts about stability in the 

base station test field, additional work is done on 

the representative test exposures (fig. B)-if time 

and weather permit. Snow deposition on the test 

slopes is monitored by means of slope stakes 
(fig. 9). which are cleaned and reset flush with the 

snow surface following each storm . Bases of these 

stakes have the same dimensions as the storm 

boards. The vertical portion of the slope stake is 

hinged to permit the base to lie parallel to the 

slope. 

Figune 8. --Ob~eAVeM zutinq ~untlaQe ~now 
f.a.ifeM Ovt zhe "Round Hil1." zeM ~.e.opu above 
bMe ~~on. TJr.a.M-Canada Highway in 
va.e..teif 4,000 tle~ below. 

A pit is dug to expose the vertical profile of 

snow lying above the board, and the pit wall is 

examined for weak layers. Such layers can be 
detected by inserting a spatula or a small piece 
of plastic (about the size of a credit card) vertically 



/' above the sloping snow board are also recorded. 

F-<-guJte. 9. --Slope. I."talz.e. wdh h-<-nge.d veJL.Uc.a..t 
de.p.th ma.J1.QeJt -<-n de.WneteM JJ., lL6e.d t o deteJt
m-<-ne. .6now load-i.ng -<-n the. .6te.e.p .6~nq zone. 
a.J1.e.a.6 06 te..6t .6.tope..6. StabildL{ data £lair. 
.6uJtnac.e. .6nOW .ta.YeM ly-<-ng above. the. ba.6e. on 
th-<-.6 bOa.J1.d plr.ov~de. U.6e.nu.t -<-nhoJr.m~o n on 
.6tabildlf 06 .{,now at ava.f.a.nc.he. ~Jr.ac.tuJte. Une..6. 

at the base of the snow layer and slowly forci ng 

it (with one hand) to cut through to the snow surface 
above. This is repeated several times until layers 
with different strengths are delineated. Snow grains 

in these layers are examined with a 10-power hand 

lens. Presence of graupel, hoar, degenerated sun

cru sts, or other loose, cohesionl ess g rai ns are warni ng 
signs of instability, particularly when they appear 
in defined layers 30 em or more below the snow 

surface. Snow groins found in the exposed pit wall 
are classified according to the physical processes 
responsible for their formation. Sommerfeld (1969) 
explains this in his "Classification Outline for Snow 
on the Ground." Layer thicknesses and height 
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Ram penetration tests made with the new light

weight penetrometer (fig. 10) described by Perla 
(1969) provide valuable additional data on snow 

stability, and permit accurate resistance to pene
tration measurements on low-density snow for the 
first time. Recent fie ld tests in Utah and Colorado 

show it is capable of detecting differences in snow 
strength with densities as low as 70 kg m-3. Ram 

numbers between 0. 1 and 3 kg are measured with 
ease, whereas measurements with the standard 

ram were unreliable below 3 kg. The instrument 
(plus driver) weighs only 200 grams, is easily trans

ported, can be operated by one man, and is quick 
to use. Procedures for operating the lightweight 

ram penetrometer follow: 

F-<-quJte. 70.--Standa.Jr.d Jr.a.m pe.ne.tJr.ometeJt wdh 7 m 
e.x..te.n.6-<-On.6, le.nt; Ughtwught Jr.a.m, ~ght. 
Both ~n.6tJr.ume.nt.6 me.a..6uJte. 1r.e..6~tanc.e. to r.>e.ne.
tJr.~on and g-<-ve. an -<-nde.x 06 me.c.han-<-ca1. 
.6tJr.e.ngth o~ .6 now. 



1. Hold it vertically between thumb and farefinger 
with the cane tip touching the snow surface. 

2. Release, allowing instrument to penetrate into 

the snow. 

3. Read and record depth of penetration. 

4 . Add the driver, slip it over the guide rod and 

carefully lower it (while supporting the pene

trometer weight with the other hand) until it 

rests on top of the larger driving shaft. 

5 . Release, allowing instrument and driver to further 

penetrate from its position in step 3. 

6. Read and record this penetration depth. 

7. Raise the driver to the 1 cm mark on the gUide 
rod and release (driver free-falls to top of shaft). 

8. Repeat step 6. 

9. Repeat step 7. 

Steps 6 and 7 are repeated, until the cone reaches 
harder old snow. Drop height of the driver is in

crea sed as needed, and sev eral drops from the 

same height can be repeated without reading pene
tration depth, as long as the rate of penetration is 
uniform and does not exceed 2 cm per drop. Ram 
numbers (W) are computed, from W = R~x + R + Q, 

where: 

R = mass of driver (kg) 

h = fall height of driver (cm) 

x = number of hammer drops for each (h) 
d = net penetration depth 

Q= mass of penetrometer (kg) 
W= ram number (kg ) 

Penetration depths in cm are plotted against ram 
numbers on millimeter cro ss-section paper, and the 
points are connected by lines to construct a profile 
of relative mechanical strength of the layer tested. 

Changes in snow stability are readily apparent, 
when such tests are made and plotted at intervals 

during storms (a 6-hour interval is suggested). 
Although this instrument has not been operationally 
tested and is not commercially available at present 
(the standard 1 kg parent unit, fig . 10, has been 
available for years). we are impressed with its ease 
of operation, and believe it to be a worthwhile 
addition to the limited objective tests currently 
available to·ovalanche men,in the field. 
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Test skiing provides further information on slope 

stability . Presence of tensile stress in soft slabs 

is detected by observing the reaction of snow in the 
immediate vicinity of the skis. In the absence of 

surface crust s, local fractures that extend just 1 
or 2 feet in front or to the sides of the skis indicate 

only slight instability . When such fractures extend 

many feet from the skis, instability is high and 

condi tions are favorabl e for aval anch e release. Snow 

is extremely unstable when one is able to release 

test- slope avalanches merely by approaching them 
from a distance of 50 to 100 feet above the fracture 

line. 

In lieu of a lightweight ram, the handle end of 

a ski pole is used to probe test slopes. Presence or 

absence of well-defined weak layers is felt by 

changes in the degree of resistance to penetration 
with depth . In general, moderate to strong resist

ance to penetration in old surface layers (top 10 

to 20 cm), with decreasing resistance with depth, 
indicates instability. Soft slabs (new snow) will not 
even support the weight of the po le. Determination 

of slope stability is an art, and there is no substitute 

for experience. Best information is obtained by 

combining astute field observation with numerical 
data provided by instruments. 

A three-man team is recommended for work 

on test slopes. The most experienced one identifies 
snow structure at the slope stakes and operates 

field instruments, a second man records data in a 

waterproof field book, and the third person anchors 

and belays the other two with 7/16-inch nylon climb
ing ropes . Ropes are anchored to a tree or belay 

post above the test slope. Should the slope ava
lanche (it often will). the men on it shout : "Fal

ling l " to alert the belayer. Rope diameters less 
than 7/ 16 inch are not recommended: forces 

created on the rope by avalanche snow flowing over 
the rope and attached man can exceed those devel
oped in a 30-foot free-fall! 7 

Use of a packboard-mounted, lightweight test 
kit (fig. 11 ) containing field instruments facilitates 
data collection and allows observers to move qUickly 
from one test area to another. 

7Personal" corronuni ca tion wi th Edward R. 
LaChapelle, Dep. Atmos. Sci., Univ. Wash., 
Seattle. 



Fig~e 11.--PackbOaAd-mounied ~~~ Qit 
cOniMrUng iYiJ.l:tJw.men..t6 60te. making .6~enMh 
and .6mbilJ.;ty mea.J.>~emen..t6 of, .6now on ~~~ 
.6.e.oY-J~. 

III. FORECASTING TECHNIQUE-DRY SNOW 

5. The Storm Plot 8 

The storm plot is used to determine the timing 

of gunfire and the sequence of control operations. 

It consists of a three-part graphic display of the 

field data gathered during storms (fig. 12). Part I 

establishes a relationship between precipitation 

8The storm plot '"las originally conceived 
by Montgomery N. Atwater to moni tor vlinter 
storms and avalanche potential at Alta, Utah. 
Principal modifications i n the author's 
version include the control curve , criti cal 
weight concepts, and the stability index. 
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intensity, cumulative new snow weight, and ava

lanche occurrence; Part II depicts temperature and 

wind; and Part III illustrates snow stability, depth 

of the unsettled snow, and avalanche occurrence . 

Part I. The Control Curve 

This section of the storm plot utilizes past records 

of preCipitation intensity and avalanche occurrence 

to predict the onset of current avalanche activity. 

The control curve depicts cumulative new snowweight 

as a function of time (fig . 12, Part I). The slope 

of the curve represents the average cumulative 

precipitation rate during storms that produce natural 

avalanching. Critical weight levels for avalanche 

release are identified on the curve. 

At least 5 years of data on precipitation and 

natural avalanches are needed before a reliable 

control curve can be made. Twelve-hour precipita

tion amounts and hourly avalanche release times 

are used to construct the curve. 

The first step in constructing the control curve 
is to select each storm that caused natural ava

lanches to approach or block the highway. Plot 

cumulative new snow weight in g cm-2 against 

storm duration in hours. Make a curve for each 

storm by connecting the points. Place arrows on 
each curve to indicate the release time of each 

avalanche. Identify each snow slide by either en

tering an abbreviation or a number alongside each 

arrow. When all data are plotted, fit the control 

curve (by eye) as an average of the individual 

curves. 

Critical weight levels are now marked on the 

control curve. Select the earliest avalanche release 

time (the arrow nearest the Y axis). and extend 

this arrow vertically until it intersects the control 

curve. With a pencil, follow the control curve to 

the left (toward its point of origin) for a distance 

eqUivalent to 4 hours on the X axis. Clearly mark 

this point with a large arrow. The new snow weight 

corresponding to this point is the critical weight. 

Artillery control should begin when the new snow

fall reaches this weight. The 4-hour lead time is 

used as a safety factor; it allows time to mobilize 

gun crews in advance of expected avalancheactivity, 
and provides leeway needed to allow peak traffiC 
flows to clear avalanche areas. 

The precipitation and avalanche data plotted 
for Rogers Pass, Canada, showed three di stinct ava

lanche groupings. Avalanches in group I fell during 

the latter part of the fi rst 24 hou rs, g roup II fell 

between 40 and 50 hours, and group III fell from 



84 to 96 hours after storms began. Although there 

was some overlapping of groups, the avalanche 
pattern was sufficiently distinct to warrant identi
fication of a critical weight for each group: 

The existence of three avalanche frequency groups 

at Rogers Pass was a lucky find, because it simpli

fied the control job. Crews could concentrafe on 
fhe most sensitive avalanches in the eorly stages 

of a storm, and did not have to worry about the 

50 avalanches in groups II and III until later (there 
were 80 avalanches in 27 miles of the three-lane 
road). 

Avalanche Critical weight Hours since 
frequency group g cm- 2 storm began 

I 

II 

I 2.5 20 
II 3.6 36 

III 5.5 80 
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A good deal of scatter was found when this 

plotting technique was applied todatafromBerthoud 
and Loveland Passes in Colorado, Avalanches did 

not appear in well-defined frequency groups, al

though the onset of slide activity during large 
storms was well defined. Stratification of the Colo
rado data into low-intensity and high-intensity storms 
produced critical weights of 2.7 g cm- 2 in 46 hours 

and 2.2 g cm-2 in 16 hours for the respect ive types 
(fig. 13). Low-intensity storms averaged 0.02 inch 
water equivalent per hour (in hr-I) and high-intensity 

storms averaged 0.05 in hr- I for this set of data. 

Light snow fall, and the combination of high wind 
and expansive flat areas above timberline upwind 
from starting zones (all of which favor heavy trans
port) add to the scatter in the Colorado data. 

2,7 

2,2 I 
j 

12 24 J& 48 60 
STORM DURATION (no,,,) 

Figune 13.--Co~ol ~v~ 6o~ detenmini~g 
OlUet 06 ava.R.a.nc.he c.o~ol me.a.6un~ 60n low 
(type A) aJ1d {ugh (type B) intelUA.X1j .6tMW.l. 

Vata non Loveland a~d BeMhoud PaM e.6 i~ 
ColoMdo. 

Another factor which prevented a valid test 
of avalanche frequency response to cumulative new 
snow weight in the Berthoud and Loveland Pass 

data was the constraint of having to use natural 
avalanches that occurred between control applica
tions applied by the Colorado Highway Department. 
Such contr01 applications. even though not rigorously 

applied, do affect avalanche response. Also, large 
storms that are required to produce the less fre
quent avalanches in groups II and Ilion the control 
curve are rare events in this section of Colorado 
(Judson 1965). The authors feel that Part I of the 

storm plot, the control curve, is most applicable in 
areas where average precipitation intensities during 
avalanche-producing storms exceed 0.05 in hr-I. 
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Winter precipitation intensities equal to or greater 
than 0,05 in hr-I are common at the folloWing 

highway avalanche areas: Alta, Utah; Red Mountain 
and Wolf Creek Passes in Colorado; Granduc Mine 

and Rogers Pass, British Columbia, The control 
curve is, nonetheless, a useful aid in planning con
trol programs even in low-intensity precipitation 
areas such as Colorado's Berthoud and Loveland 

Passes. 

The control curve and critical weight levels are 

etched on a piece of stiff transparent plastic, which 
is used as an overlay for current storm plots of 
cumulative new snow weight against storm duration, 

New snow weights are plotted for each 10 cm 
of new snow from the base station interval stake 
during storms, Special attention is given to the 

rate at which the cumulative new snow weight 

approaches each critical weight level on the control 
curve, for this determines whether the decision to 
start control must be initiated prior to or at some 
time later than the time indicated by the frequency
group arrows. Information from the two other parts 
of the storm plot must also be considered at this 
point before any decisions are made. 

Part II. Temperature ond Wind Limitations 

Wind and temperature during a maior storm 
influence the amount and type of snow deposited 
in starting lones. Experience at instrumented ava

lanche stations shows that winds between 15 and 

30 m.p .h., when accompanied by new snow and 
temperatures between 10° F. and 30° F. often cause 
widespread formation of unstable soft slabs(stippled 

area, fig. 12, Part II) in avalanche starting lones. 
Presence of soft slabs favors avalanche release 

by artillery because they have (1) a high degree 
of internal cohesion, and (2) relatively high stress 

concentrations, which allow rapid propagation of 
fractures initiated by explosives. 

Six-hour averages of windspeed, wind direction, 

and temperature from remote stations are plotted 
in Part II of the storm plot. Wind direction during 

storms is also important because it determines what 
slopes will receive snow deposition, During some 
high-intensity snowfalls, slabs form on all slopes, 
regardless of wind direction or slope orientation. 
Such conditions occur from combination falls of 
rimed spatial dendrites, needles, and graupel. 
LaChapelle's (1969) Field Guide, written especially 
for avalanche men, presents excellent illustrations 



of new snow crystals. We recommend this book. 

Part III. Track Stability, Snow Depth, 

and Avalanche Occurrence 

Data from stability tests mode at the bose 

station and on the test slopes are utilized in this 

section, along with snow depth and avalanche occur

rence. New snow depth read from the siarm boord, 

and total depth of the unsettled track snow deter

mined by penetration tests, are plotted against 

storm duration. Stability indexes, shown above 

the triangles on figure 15, are plotted to show the 

location of the weakest layer in relation to the 

snow surface. The total depth of unsettled snow, 

determined by the penetration depth of the first 

section of the rom, gives the amount of track snow 

that is likely to become incorporated in a moving 

avalanche. 
All natural and artificial avalanches of any sig

nificance are plotted at the bottom of the storm 

plot to show the location of avalanche debris rela

tive to the highway. 

6. Using the Storm Plot 

The total storm plot, with all three parts, can 

only be used as on aid in determining when to 

initiate control action during major storms, for it was 

designed for use in situations involving direct-action 

soft-slob avalanches. At a glance of the forecaster's 

eye, it gives on instant summation of the current 

avalanche potential and a summary of events leading 

to the current situation-something not possible by 

memory alone. Successful implementation still 

depends heavily on experience and intuition because 

many variables known to affect avalanche release 

are extreme ly difficult to measure under field con

ditions. Every avalanche man knows that conditions 

days, weeks, or even months prior to the onset of a 

major storm will affect the response of ovalanches 

to a given storm. The availability of an unbroken 

and detailed record of weather and snow conditions 

affecting the control area prior to each storm is 

therefore essential. 

Parts II and III of the storm plot can be used 
without modification at most avalanche areas in 

North America. The shape of the control curve 

and the critical weight levels (Part I) for determining 
the onset of avalanche control operations will change 

from one area to another. For instance, contro l 

curves for avalanche areas along the West Coast 
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are expected to reflect the higher precipitation 

intensities associated with winter storms there in 

contrast to relatively low intensities found in the 

mountains of northern Colorado and Wyoming. The 

degree to which these differences will affect place

ment of critical weight arrows remains to be seen. 

It is worth noting that precipitation amounts given 

by Atwater (1952), Poggi and Plas (1966), and Jud

son (1967)-which initiate Widespread avalanching 

in Utah, the French Alps, and the Colorado Rockies, 

respectively-coincide with the 2.5 g cm- 2 weight 

level on the Rogers Pass storm plot. On the basis 

of these data, one can reasonable assume that 

the first critical weight level for sensitive avalanches 

(Group I) at most areas will be in the vicinity of 

2.5 grams. 

The situation for releasing avalanches by artil

lery fire is ideal when (1) cumulative new snow 

weight in Pari I of the storm plot approaches or 
exceeds the control curve at the critical weight 

levels indicated by the arrows, (2) conditions speci

fied in Pari II are met, (3) snow stability in Port 

III is ~ 0.7, and (4) unsettled track snow is ? 30 cm . 

If critical weight levels are reached or approached 

prior to the time indicated on the control curve, 

arti II ery control is i niti ated ea r I i er th an indicated; 
for lower precipitation rates, gunfire is delayed. 

Special Cases 

Snow accumulating in either catchment basins 

or avalanche tracks prior to onset of a major storm 

will influence the timing of control action for all 

avalanche groups unless this snow is stabilized by 

settlement. Results of ' test skiing (U. S. Forest 

Service 1961) plus an analysis of the surface snow 

layers on the test slope sta kes determines what 
timing adjustments are required. Recognizable rem

nants of new snow crystals such as stellar arms 

and thin platelike fragments, or presence of small 

needlelike splinters indicate a lack of stabilization. 
If there is still unstable snow on the slopes at the 

onset of a major storm, the total weight of snow 

considered unstable on the slope stakes is added 

to the snow weight for the present storm. Ava

lanches are controlled when the total snow weight , 
equals the critical weight levels for each group 

(Group 1= 2.5 g, etc.). 

If a starm terminates before the new snow 

weight r~aches the critical weight levels of the 

second or third avalanche groups, it is necessary 

to control Groups II and III before settlement occurs. 



The chances of releasing most of these slides still 

remain high, although it is unlikely they will run 

the full leng th of their tracks. 

A very dangerous avalanche situation arises 

when soft slab forms in the absence of wind, 

because all exposures are affected. This condition 

is initiated by a fall of pure needle crystals, rimed 

spatial dendrites, or graupel, after the accumulation 

exceeds 15 cm . Astute observation of new snow 

cry stal s and of su rface snow reaction to test skii ng 

during such storms is necessary. Deep falls of 

loose snow composed of clustered dendrites, plates, 

or ste ll ar or irregular crystals usually do not result 

in initial soft slab avalanches if these crystals fall 

when windspeeds are less than 12 to 15 m.p.h. 

After new snow depth approaches or exceeds 60 

cm ., however, avalanches composed of loose snow 

may be expected. Hazard develops quickly in this 

situation with on increase in windspeed, even after 

snowfall has ended. Artillery fire should commence 

within 2 hours following on increase in wind if 

the new snow weight approaches or exceeds any 

of the critical weight levels. 

Gusty winds in excess of 30 m.p.h . create erratic 
d eposit ion patterns. Snow transported away from 

the usual fracture-line positions is deposited only 

in the most sheltered areas. In such cases, pro
jectiles are fired into the lower port ions of the 

starting zones and in upper sections of the ava

lanche tracks in addition to the regular targets . 

Similar target adjustments may be required 

during storms when temperatures are above 25° F. 

and windspeed is marginal (12-18 m.p.h.). part icu

larly when the starting zone is exposed to sun 

for an hour or two prior to artillery fire. Projectiles 
are fired into areas below the normal release points 

in these cases. Experience shows best results are 

obtained when shots are placed in shaded steep 

sections of the track . 
Extremely low stability indexes (s = 0.2-0.4) in 

the track snow dictate early artillery control, other

wise large volumes of snow reach the highway 

due to the increased descent speed of the ava

lanches. Such low stab i lity indexes are sometimes 

caused by weak layers of surface hoar, pure 

graupel, or other loose, cohesionless grains such 
as depth hoar. 

Rain on snow is a unique case precluding use 

of the storm plot, particularly when rain falls on 

fresh, cold snow. If special weather forecasts give 

adequate warning, shoot every target in the control 

area before the rain begins. 
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7. Issuing the Forecast 

Forecasts are issued on the basis of information 

from the latest available mountain weather fore

cast, the storm plot, and the highway patrol's esti
mate of traffic density (fig. 14). 

Weather Forecasts 

A reasonably accuratemountainweatherforecast 
is needed before an avalanche hazard forecast 
is issued . Weather forecasts can be received from 

any of the main Weather Bureau forecast centers 

such as Vancouver, Seattle, San Francisco, Calgary, 

Salt Lake City, or Denver. Weather forecasts should 
be received every 12 hours, and should contain 
the following information: 

1. A general summary of current synopticconditions. 
2. Duration and intensity of expected precipitation. 

3. Windspeed and direction in the free air at a 

level within 1,000 feet of most of the starting 
zones in th e control area. 

4. Expected temperatures at starting-zone elevations. 
5. Elevation of freezing levels (there is often more 

than one) . 

6. A report of storm behavior at mountain stations 
upstream along the storm track. 

Before the Weather Bureau forecast centers can 

issue their forecasts, they need the following obser

vations from the mountain every 12 hours: 

1. State of weather: cloudy, partly cloudy, snow, 
snow flurries, etc. 

2. Height of cloud base and trend (rising, no change, 

lowering). 
3 . Maximum, minimum, and current temperature, 

and dew point. 

4. 12-hour precipitation-both water equivalent and 
new snow depth. 

5. Precipitation intensity and trend. 
6. Windspeed and direction during the past 6 hours 

from the remote stations. 

7. Pressure tendency. 

Weather Bureau personnel are not normally 
charged with the responsibility of making mountain 
weather forecasts, but they will, if requested. Such 
forecasts are very difficult to make because of the 
scarcity of reporting stations in the mountains and 
th e lack offorecasters fami I iar with mountai n weather 
conditions. Daily contact with weather forecasters 

will help improve forecasts. When possible, these 
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men should be brought to the mountain station 

where forecasts are needed. Mutual problems can 

be discussed, and the weather forecaster cqn gain 
useful background information by seeing instrument 

locations and terrain. 

Although tel etype, telephone, or radio-telephone 
can be used for communications with the nearest 

forecast center, teletype services are recommended 

because a permanent record of all transmissions 

is readily available, and forecasts can betransmitled 

to the base station when observers are out on other 

iobs. A radio-telephone serves as a backup when 
land lines are out of service during and following 
severe storms. 

Traffic Density 

Peak traffiC flows usually follow in some recog

nizable pattern which can be anticipated in advance. 

Since congested periods seldom last more than 
2 hours, it is often possible to delay control work 

until traffic peaks pass the avalanche area. This 
minimizes the number of people affected by tem

porary road closures, and simplifies traffic control 
during stabilization programs. Becausecritical weight 

levels on the control curve are placed 4 hours 

prior to the first avalanche event, there is some 
leeway to allow for periods of heavy traffic. Peak 
flows are anticipated by contacting state police 
and highway maintenance crews for a distance 

of 100 miles on either side of the control area. 
Snowfall intensity, Wind, temperature, and snow 

stabi Ii ty dictate how much I eeway the forecaster has. 

Format, Forms, and Dissemination of the Forecast 

Control decisions for action and safety measures 
are written clearly and concisely at the base station 

on standard forms. This information is transmitted 

by phone or radio-telephone to highway maintenance 
personnel responsible for carrying out control; they, 
in turn, write the information on identical forms 

at the headquarters maintenance station. This infor
mation should be read back to the base station 

word-for-word, to make sure the correct information 

has been received. Color-coded forms, each repre

senting a specific type of forecast, are recommended 
to avoid confusion. We refer to the forms as: ALL
CLEAR, ALERT, and ACTION. 

An ALL-CLEAR is issued when snow conditions 
are stable. It enables maintenance men to plan 
ahead for iobs requiring men and heavy equip
ment that might otherwise be tied up in standby 

or avalanche-clearing operations. 



The ALERT form is issued several hours prior 

to anticipated highway closure. It warns of a 

mounting avalanche hazard, and shows when and 

where artillery will be used. In addition, the ALERT 

form notifies maintenance crews when extra patrol 

action is needed, and when snow removal is re

quired at gun sites. The type of weapon to be used 

and the number of shells needed are also specified . 

The ACTION form is issued about 1 hour before 

the gun should go into action, which is sufficient 

time to ready previously alerted gun crews. An 

evaluation of the prevailing avalanche hazard is 

posted at the same time, and the location and 

sequence of traffic blocks is laid out so all danger 

zones will be clear of traffic and snowplows during 

the stabilization program. The sequence of gun 

positions is outlined and traffic clearing periods 
are indicated. What gun or guns are to be used 

is given as well as the number of rounds of ammu
nition required. 

After the first stabilization program is completed 

during continuous storms, the ALERT form is again 

issued to show the reduction of avalanche hazard. . " 
The required weapon and likely gun pOSitions are 

again stated when another action period is anti

cipated. An ALL-CLEAR is issued when the storm 
subsides and the stabilization program is considered 
successful . 

IV. CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
WET SNOW AV ALANCH ES 

Wet snow avalanches present a special problem 

for highways because artillery control is generally 

ineffective unless soft slab is present. In both 

Canada and the United States, gun crews confirm 

the fact that explosive control measures applied 

to wet snow seldom produce results. There are two 
possible explanations: (1) isometric grains in a wet 

snowpack suppress shock wave propagation due to 

their large grain size and the lack of intergranular 

bonding; and (2) rapid creep in isothermal snow 

qUickly relieves stresses and prevents dangerous 

slab conditions from developing. 9 Wet-slab ava

lanches do occur under natural conditions, however. 

Regardless of the character of release (loose or 
slab), wet slides of maior proportions present a 
difficult snow removal problem because they pene-' 

9Personal communication with Edward R. 
LaChapelle, Dep. Atmos. Sci., Univ. Wash., 
Seattle. 
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trate to the ground and deposit large amounts of 

mud, rocks, and trees on the highway. Forecast 

bulletins warning of impending hazard are the only 

safeguards. 

Rain falling on cold, fresh snow is the most 

common cause of wet avalanches in winter. 

Presence of an impermeable layer beneath the 
new snow accentuates the problem; dangerously 

unstable conditions develop when the snowbecomes 

saturated and the layer is lubricated. Data on 

the amount of rain needed to initiate avalanches 

under these conditions are scarce, but forecasters 
at Squaw Volley, California, feel at least 1 inch 
is necessary . lO Recent data from stations in western 

Washington tend to confirm the l-inch value as 

a minimum. 

Rain affects snow in several ways: it reduces 

strength by weakening intergranular bonds, increases 

density and weight, and warms snow to 0° C. 
Because warming is a general requirement for wet 
slides, temperature profiles in surface layers indi

cate approaching hazard. Current avalanche activity 

is the most reliable gUide to hazard conditions . 

This information is radioed to the base station by 

highway maintenance patrols. Information on ex

pected changes in the freezing l evel (in the free 
air) prOVided by the Weather Bureau is also needed. 

In spring, large wet avalanches may occur when 

the entire snow cover from the midtrack level to 

the valley floor is warmed to 0° C. and snow depth 

in the track is greater than 1 m. Progressive warm

ing of the snow cover should be monitored by 

digging full-depth pits and taking temperature pro

files at the midtrack level. South exposures are 

ch ecked fi rst. Minimu m temp eratu res are fou nd 

in the middle of the pack, as heat is being added 

to lower layers from the soil and to the upper 

layers by radiation. When snow becomes isothermal 
at O· C. at the midtrack level on south exposures, 

additional temperature profiles are taken on east, 

west, and north exposures in that order. 

Snow conditions in the first meter below the 

snow surface signal the onset of wet avalanches 

after snow becomes isothermal. A fall of new 

snow, 25 cm. or more in depth, often causes wet 
slides. If soft slab is present in starting zones 

(determined by checking test slopes), artillery con-

JOPersonal communication "Ii th Ri chard M. 
Stillman, Rocky Mt. Region, USDA Forest Serv., 
Denver, Colo . 



trol is used. The sequence of control is based on 

snow conditions at the test slopes and in the ava

lanche tracks . For instance, if soft slabs are found 

on east exposures and snow cov er (to the ground) 

is isothermal only on south-facing tracks, then ava

lanches w ith east-facing starting zones and south

facing tracks are shot first. If soft slobs are present 

everywhere, control priority is based on frequency 
groups on the control curve-the some as in winter. 

The worst situation arises when a deposit of new 
snow fails to "slob up"-if followed by a w orm, 

suuny day. The strong input of heat often releases 

avo 10 nches, and becau se the track snow is isothermal, 

much, if not all, of it will be incorporated in the 
flow. Large quantities of avalanche snow reach 
the highw ay in such cases. 

Wet avalanches may also occur in old snow 

when on ice layer, 30 cm or more below the sur

face, acts as a dam to the intrusion of melt water. 

Saturation of the lorge-grained old snow above 

the ice layer leads to avalanching, particularly in 

the absence of a strong surface crust. Such crusts 

usua Ily form ov ernig ht, and di si nteg rate in the morn

ing due to heating. A relationship between the 

deterioration of such crusts (when a buried ice layer 

exists with saturated snow resting on it) and the 
onset of spring avalanches was developed from 

the early studies at Rogers Pass: 

1. No surface crust. Avalanches start as early as 
0800 hours on southeast exposures, 1000 hours 
on south exposures, 1200 hours on southwest 

exposures, and 1700 hours on west exposures. 

2 . Moderately strong surface crust, 3 to 5 cm . thick. 
Resistance to penetration 2 to 4 kg (may break 
when a person walks on it). Avalanches on 

southeast exposures may begin at 1000 hours. 

Most avalanches fall between 1130 and 1500 

hours on southeast, south, and southwest ex

posures. Some avalanches are expected on west

foci ng slopes until 1800 hou rs . 

3 . Strong surface crust, 8 to 14 cm th ick . Resistance 

to penetration 6 to 10 kg . (will support a person). 

Avalanches are unlikely before 1400 hours, and 
then with only moderate frequency and only on 
south and sou thwest exposu res. 

Deterioration of surface crusts, when present, should 
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be checked at 2-hour intervals beginning at 0700. 

A warning is issued when the effective thickness 

of surface crusts decreases to 5 cm. (avalanches 

begin when the crust diSintegrates). 

The best deterrent to the large, wet avalanches 

of spring, is a rigorously applied and carefully 

planned control program during winter to reduce 
snow depth in the tracks . 
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APPENDIX A 

STORM PLOT AND NOTES ON A SEVERE STORM 

The follOWing infermatien is presented for persons or agencies 

w he are now, .or soon will be, charged with the respensibility 

of operating an avalanche contrel program where numerous avo
lonches, fall i ng from several aspects, affeel mejer highway travel. 
Art i llery control of avalenches ot such ereas is a complicated 
matter that requires on organized program and a well-I rained 

forecast stoff. A three-man team (two professional s ond one 

technician) is censidered the ebselute minimum for the forecast 
unit. The men in charge should hove ot least 5 years' experience 

with sn'aw and avalanche for ecasting. Preferobly, he should hove 
a backgreund in synoptic meteorology, snow physics, and hydrol

egy. His assistent should have at leas t 3 years' experience in 
avalanche hazard forecasting and contrel. A background in hydral

egy or glacielegy is desired. All three men sheuld be competent 
ski meuntaineers. The technician should be sufficiently Irained in 
electrenics and inst ru menlation to insta ll, troubleshoot, and repair 
all instruments required on Ihe project. 

Figure 15 presents a storm plot made at Rogers Pass during 
a severe and prolonged slerm which lasted 156 hours. Forecasts 
issued during the first 24 hours of this slarm ore repreduced here 

10 serve as on example of the pregram in aelian: 

Sterm slart: 0600 heurs January 26 

0700 Januery 26: Forecast FORM ONE (ALL-CLEAR) issued Ie 

V"' I!4"~1 c,, ~ ... . ;";'UI. ~"I"GI ... .;0;.111 I. ~~" 
I~ h .. h~t:dlf a nnol . 

GROUP 
Ii 

G.'~OUP ~ 
I 

CROUP 
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indicate no expeeled avalanche acti vity for at l east 12 hours. 

Forecast frem Vencauver Weather Office ca l ls fer ligh t snew. 
1900 January 26: Sterm increases in intensity . Weether ferecast 

indicates snewfall to continue fer severa l heurs. Avelenches 

nel expected for 2 more hours (see extensio n listed en Fore
cast FORM ONE!, based on contrel curve data. 

2100 January 26: Conlinued heavy snow (see cumulalive snow 
weight and control curvel w ilh wind, temperature, and Irock 
snow stabilily favorable fer avalanches, prompts a forecast 

(ALERT) that control of Group I avalanches will be necessary 
by 2400 hours or shortly thereafter. 

0030 January 27: Sterm cont inues unabated. FORM THREE 
(ACTIONI is issued for artillery control 10 commence in I 
hour. 

0330 January 27: Temporary letup in snowfall occurs but weather 
ferecast calls fer storm to continue. Increasing wi nd with 
track stability index very lew indicates conlrel of Group 
II avalanches will be necessary before the critical weight 
for that group is reached. 

0700 January 27: Very low stability index of 0.4 with increasing 

wind and snow at favorable temperature resu l ts in decision 
to control Group II slide at 0800 heurs. 

1200 January 27: Good stabilization has been achieved wilhin 

control area. Decrease in wind and increase in trock snow 
stabilily indicales only low 10 moderate hazord for the next 

30 hours. 
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(FORM ONE) 

ALL - C L E A R 

I SSUED AT 0700 HRS irqmJfl')<'. ~'" (Date) 

I SSUED BY A1"fl C· Gardller: 

RECEIVED BY e.a s:,.,,:.tk= 

For the next ...l.2- hours it is not expected thar: high 
leve l snow condi tions will produce avalanche activity 
e ffective to the high~Jay, oor 1S artificial stabilization 
indicated duri ng the interval gi ven above or per i ods o f 
e xtension l isted below. 

EXtl::NSIONS 

Issued at For appro:.:, Received by 

.MiX:L.. h r S • ~IHS . 

hrs. hrs. --- ---

hrs. h rs. --- ---

hrs. hrs. --- ---

hrs. hrs. --- ---

hrs. hrs. --- ---

(FORM THO) 

ALE R T 

ISSUED AT .2JDti. HRS ~J"il.J":loryOf./.JQQ!Lr¥;,-"2,,,c.L-__________ 1 
(Date) 

ISSUED BY .lael r Gam oer 

RECEIVED BY P 0 s;.,.; #--

1. AVALk'lCHE WARNING 

""inor bry AvaJanche act'-v;+y is e)<p~d 
",;th,;, +he ne)(t to hours. 

2. EXTRA HIGHliAY PATROL IS REQUIRED BETHEEN: 

3. ARTILLERY FIRE MAY BE REOUIRED BET!IEEN: 

24.00 ;TanlJory 2fC. hrs. an d Otlix> AQOrtOry 27 hrs. 

4. GUN POSITIONS LIKELY TO BE REQUIRED ARE: 
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( FORM THREE) 

A C T I 0 N 

ISSUED AT ~HRS ;[atlllQC¥ 2Z 
(Date) 

ISSUED BY AI""l C Gat:t111er: 

RECEIVED BY en ~'dii:: 
l. ARTILLERY FIRE SHOULD 

COMl'lENC~ AT : Q.J.3.Q.. h r s . ;rlJDIIQtY. 21 
(Date) 

2. ARTI LLERY PIECE AND AHHUNll'lON 
REQUIRED: 

105 mm Howitzer -t- and ~ Rounds 

75 mm Howi tzer and Rounds - --
3. PROGRAH: 

GROUP PONDING TRAFFIC GliN 

~ SITE DELAY POSITION 

_I- I <j. 2- 40 min::'>. .2.'bL 

-- ;?,oj."3. 2Q ~1·[lS. --11"--

-- ----

- - ----

4. ACTION: 

GUN AVALANCHE TAR-

POSITION SITE GET REHARKS 

~ 11; _1- tlllQ IQocbe '/z. pa+h 

~ UehLOQ:D 'Ot:l b:eQyd 

__ 3 __ 15. I" -L-
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APPENDIX B 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Numerous instrument s needed for avalanche work have been 
fie ld tested at avalanche stations in the mountain west. The 
essent ial instru ments are listed he re, along with a commercial 

model of each that has prov ed reliab le under typicall y severe 
fie ld conditians.l1 

1. WINDSPEED AND DIRECTION 

A. ANALOG SYSTEM 

:em Source 
1. Winospee,: . ransmit ter F420-c' EI ectr ic Speed I ndicatar Co. 

modif ied for recordi ng. 4.0 12234 T risketl Ro~d 
va: ' D.C. 01 100 m.p . ~ . and Cleveland, Ohio 4411 1 
linear. 

2. Wind direction transmitter 
F420-C-2, modifi ed for re
cording on twin-channel re
corder w i th 1400 ohms in-
ternal resistance. 

3. Power supply and ci rcuitr y 
for recording v ane. 5.0 
volts D.C. output. 

4, Esterline Angus Model A602C 

twin ·channel recorder, Port

able case with No, 2 hand-
wound spring chart drive, 
hour and minute feed . Sca le 

0-1 mil. each side. 

5. Inkwell s for 31010B 
Madel No. 14616-2 red and 
green ink, Order 3 spores, 

Do, 

Do. 

Local Es terline Angu s 
Distributor 

Local Esterline Angus 
Dis tributor 

6.24 Esterline charls No. Do. 

31010B, I 1/2 inches per 
hour w ith scale 0- 100 left 
side and 0-150 right side. 

B. CONTACT SYSTEM 

I. Tatali'ing anemometer, Belfort 
Catalog No. 5-349A. 24 volts 
D.C. Max. 0.5 amp. One mile 
and 1/60 mi le contacts. 

2. Wi nd direction transmi tter 
(less vane) w i th universa l 
beari ng. Be lior! Cata log No. 
5-363. U.S. Wealher Bureau 
Spec. No. 450 .6112. 8 can
lacts. Max 3 amp. at 25 
volts D.C. 

3. P' Ci ,e for mounting 
anemometer 

4. Electric speed indicator 
spread-tail vane - W.D, V. -
400·1 C. U.s. Weather 
Bureau Ser. No. SIN FO 12. 
Fits Belfart assembly, 

Be lfart Instrument Co. 
4 North Central Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Do. 

Do. 

Electric Speed Indicator Co, 
12234 T riskett Rood 
Cl eveland, Ohio 4411t 

11 Trade and company nam:?5 are used for the benefi t of 
the reader , and do not impl y endorsement or preferential 
treatment by the U . S. Department o f Agricul ture. 
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5. Pow er suppl y specs. for 
anemometer a nd vane: Regu
lated, variable 0-24 volts D,C. 
and 0-6 amps. output. 

6. Esterline Angus Model A602X 
Operations I O-pen event 
recorde r, Portable case 
wi th No.2 hand-wound 

spring chart dri ve. Common 

relurn with 6 or 12 vo lt D.C. 
pen elemen ts (specify one) . 

7. One pint red ink. Prt. No. 
61101-R 

8.24 Esterline charts No, 
171 O-C, 3 inches per hour. 

9. Coble. 6 copper st rands mini
mum, sh ie lded . Si rand size 
No, 14-19 AWG. 

10. Ohm meter (for troubleshoot
ing wind systems). Triplett 
Valt-ohm-milliammeter Model 
310. L. B. Walker Radio Co. 
Cot. No. 30 18 

Check local electro nics outlet 

Local Esterline Angus 
Distributor 

Do. 

Do. 

Local Electrical Supplier or 
N I condo surplu s. 

L. B. Walker Radio Co. 
300 Bryant St. 
Denver, Colorado 80202 

NOTE: Spare anemom eters and v anes ore essentia l. 

II, PRECI PITATION 

Item Source 

I. Recording rain and snow gage Belfart Instrument Co. 
Belfart Cat. No. 5-780 with 12- 4 North Central Avenue 
inch dual traverse. LESS Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
CHART DRIV E AND CYLINDER 
BUT WITH (1 00) 192 hourchart, 
No. 5-4046B, complete wi th 
pen, ink, and dash pot fluid. 

2. Model 301 D drum chart drive, 

bottery actuated, 3.0 volts 
D.C. for recording rain and 
snow gage-drum height 6 5/8 
inches. With power pock. 
Gears for 192 HOUR CHART. 

Kingmann-White, Inc, 

p, O. BaxG 
Placentia, Calif. 92670 

3. Standard 8-inch con, 42 inches Rex Industries 
in length . Galvanized, painted 625 North 335 Wes t 
a flat black. Salt Lake City, Utah 84 100 

4. Support for 8-inch con, with 
angle iran legs, 

5. Weather Bureau w eighing 
scale, Detecta Mod . No. 
01 27-H-40, 2-revalutian-
40-paund capacity, circular 
dial wilh decol (reads direclly 
in inches water for 8-inch 
can) without cover glass or 
sash. Adjustable tare pai nters. 

6. Swiss snow ki t (Schneewaage) 
I Federwaage Type Nr. 491b 
0-300 g Teilung 2 zu 2 g 
SET T ARE AT ZERO. 
I Rahr 0.5 Itr. inhalt aus 
Aluminum 196 mm x 57 p Di 

Do. 

Envi ronm ental Science Serv
ice s Administration. U. S. 
Weather Bureau, Execut iv e 
Boulevard Bldg . .5, Room 627 

Rockville, Maryland 20852 
Alten: Mr. E. Lucas (AD I 12) 

Ernst Strohmeier 
Kreuzstrosse 52 
Rapperswil SG 
SWITZERLAND 



III. TEMPERATURE 

Item Sou rce 

I. Townsend all metal thermometer Weksler Instrument Corp. 
support. Weksler Cot. No. 322A. 195 East Merrick Road 

Freeport, New York 11520 

2. Maximum thermometer. H. J. 
Green Cat. No. 101 . Range 
-38" F. to I 10' F. approx. 
One replacement max. 
therm o without backing. 

Henry J. Green Instrumenl Co. 
2500 Shames Dr ive 
Wespbury, New York 

3. Min im um th ermometer. H. J. Do. 

Green Cat. No. 108-omber 
colored alcohol. Range -50' F. 
to + II O' F. approx. 

4. Hygrothermograph, vertical 
drum type, Belfort Cot. No. 
5-594, LEST CHART DRI V E 
AND CYLINDER BUT WITH 
(100) 176 hour charts No. 
5-209-WB. Complete with pen 
and ink. 

5. Model 301 D Drum chart drive, 
battery actuated, 3.0 volts D. C. 
for hygrothermogroph. Drum 
height 5 1/8 inches. With 
power pock. Gears for 176 
HOUR CHART. 

6. Instrument shelter, medium 
size. U. S. Weather Bureau Spec. 
No. 450.0615. Cotton region 

type. 

Belfort I nstrument Co. 
4 North Centra l Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Kingmann-White Inc. 

P. O. Box G 
Placentia, Calif. 92670 

Science Associates 
230 Nassau Street 
Box 230 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

IV. PRESSURE (ATMOSPHERIC) 

I. Precision microbarograph, 
U.S.W.B. Spec. No. 450.7221. 
Chart rotio 2 1/2 to I. Chart 
graduation in inches correel ed 10 
sea level. SpeCify spot elevation 
of area where microbarograph 

will be operated. Camplele 
with pen, ink, and one set of 
ch arts No. 5-1071 X weekly. 
Sp ring driven chart drive. 

Belfort Instrument Co. 
4 North Central Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
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V. TEST FIELD INSTRUMENTS 

Item 

I. Ram penetrometer wit h 4 

extension seel ions and I· and 
2-kg ram drivers. 

2. Triple beam balance. Ohous 
model 750-5. (Keep at base 
station). 

3. Stainless steel tube stock for 

making density tubes-304 WD 
stainless steel tubing, 23/8 inch 
O.D., .049 inch wall. Cut tubes 
19.05 cm long and beve l one 
edge. 

4. Pl as tic cops for 500 cm 3 tubes. 

5. Shear frame: 1.9 cm depth; 
10.2 cm front width; 9.7 cm 
bock w·,dth. Two bars at 1/3 
and 2/3 of total length. (See 
fig. II) . Boltom edges beveled. 
Wall thi ckness about 0.3 mm. 

6. Chotillon Gauge-R Catalog 
516-1000. Graduated in pounds 
and grams. 

7. Dial thermometers for snow 
profiles. Weston Model No. 226. 

Rang e -I 00' C. to +40' C. 

Source 

Walter Buser 
Kleinmechani she 
Werkstatte, Karstlernstrosse 5 
Zurich, 43, SWITZERLAND 

Contact local sci entific 
supp ly house. 

Contact local tubing 

distribulor. 

T est Lob. Corporat ion 
216 N. Cl inton Streel 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 

Conloct local sheet metal 
shop. 

Contact loca l scientific 
supply house. 

Weslon Electric Instrument 
Corp. 
Newark, New Jersey 

8. Snow shovel. D-hondle olumi- Wood Shovel and Tool Co. 
num with square blade. Model Piqua, Ohio (Order ihrough 
4A Zephyr-weight. loca l hardware outlet). 

9. Snow pit wall brush. For hard 

snow. PlastiC whisk broom. For 
soft snow: 3-inch nylon poin t 
brush. 

Local hardware store. 

V. TEST FIELD INSTRUMENTS 

Item Source 

10. Folding metric carpenter's ru le. Local drafting store. 
2 meters long. 

II. Hand lens. Double pocket lens, Do. 

2X-4X-8X. K. E. No. 830360 

12. Millimeter Reticle-I mm. plas tic General Biological Supply 
2 inch by 3 inch opprox. House 

Chicago, Illinois 
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